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Abstract

We investigate pre-training techniques for
abstractive multi-document summarization
(MDS), which is much less studied than
summarizing single documents. Though re-
cent work has demonstrated the effectiveness
of highlighting information salience for pre-
training strategy design, they struggle to gener-
ate abstractive and reflective summaries, which
are critical properties for MDS. To this end, we
present PELMS, a pre-trained model that uses
pre-training objectives based on semantic co-
herence heuristics and faithfulness constraints
together with unlabeled multi-document inputs,
to promote the generation of concise, fluent,
and faithful summaries. To support the train-
ing of PELMS, we compile MultiPT, a multi-
document pre-training corpus containing over
93 million documents to form more than 3
million unlabeled topic-centric document clus-
ters, covering diverse genres such as product
reviews, news, and general knowledge. We per-
form extensive evaluation of PELMS in low-
shot settings on a wide range of MDS datasets.
Our approach consistently outperforms com-
petitive comparisons with respect to overall in-
formativeness, abstractiveness, coherence, and
faithfulness, and with minimal fine-tuning can
match performance of language models at a
much larger scale (e.g., GPT-4).

1 Introduction

Abstractive multi-document summarization (MDS)
aims to generate coherent and concise summaries
from sets of related documents. While transformer-
based models have excelled in single-document
summarization (Zhang et al., 2019a), their appli-
cation to MDS often results in suboptimal cross-
document salience detection and information ag-
gregation. MDS-specific pre-trained models like
Primera (Xiao et al., 2022) and Centrum (Pudup-
pully et al., 2023) use information frequency to
improve salience estimation, however, the quality
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Figure 1: Comparison of long-input pre-trained model
performance in the low-shot setting. We report ROUGE-
G scores (geometric mean of ROUGE-1/2/L) aggregated
over 6 MDS datasets. We evaluate fully-supervised
training (solid lines) and adapter training (dashed lines)
where only 5% of parameters are tuned. PELMS
achieves stronger overall performance at all data quanti-
ties and training methods.

of such pre-training objectives is often reliant on
brittle topic alignment methods (such as n-gram
overlap, or cross-document entity linking) which
struggle to generalize to an open set of domains,
yielding outputs with with subpar summary infor-
mativeness. Existing MDS methods also typically
overlook multi-document faithfulness, generating
outputs that poorly represent the full input, partic-
ularly in domains requiring cross-document syn-
thesis. Similarly, summary coherence is inade-
quately addressed, with most gap-sentence gen-
eration (GSG) style objectives simply denoising
masked phrases in their original ordering to form
the training target; these approaches may work
well in conventional single-document settings, how-
ever they can introduce positional biases (DeYoung
et al., 2023) in the multi-document setting due to
the arbitrary ordering of documents within the in-
put, impacting both coherence and informativeness.

While recent powerful large language models
(LLMs) have demonstrated strong performance on



tasks including summarizaton, they do not fully ad-
dress the need for efficient, pre-trained models for
MDS, particularly for common real-world scenar-
ios with domain-specific requirements, regulatory
and data privacy concerns, or tight computational
constraints. With these considerations in mind, we
seek to rapidly enable proficient MDS performance,
generating high-quality summaries with minimal
labeled data and/or compute requirements.

We propose PELMS, a method of Pre-
training for Effective Low-Shot Multi-document
Summarization that promotes informativeness over
a diverse range of text genres, ranging from con-
sumer and editorial opinion, to news articles, and to
scientific papers, while also improving abstractive-
ness, faithfulness, and coherence of summaries.1

Our method leverages semantic clustering for
sentence-level salience detection, overcoming the
limitations of previous approaches reliant on lexical
similarity. During pre-training, we generate sum-
maries that balance topical salience with source
consistency, while also maintaining strong abstrac-
tiveness and coherence by removing and intention-
ally ordering target sentences, a departure from
traditional GSG methods. To support MDS pre-
training, we introduce MultiPT, a comprehensive
dataset with over 3 million topic-aligned document
clusters from more than 93 million documents. We
evaluate PELMS across six tasks, including the
newly introduced MetaTomatoes dataset, which
presents a complex task of meta-summarizing di-
verse movie reviews. Our results demonstrate the
strong MDS performance of PELMS, particularly
in low-shot settings, highlighting the alignment be-
tween our pre-training strategy and multi-document
summarzation. Concretely,

• In zero-shot setups, PELMS improves
summary informativeness (ROUGE and
BertScore) over previous state-of-the-art
MDS models, while also enhancing faithful-
ness, abstractiveness, and coherence. We see
particular improvements in review domains
that require extensive cross-document syn-
thesis. Human judges further validate that
our methods yield summaries with improved
grammaticality, referential clarity, coherence,
and faithfulness. We also incorporate length
control in pre-training, yielding gains in zero-
shot settings.

1Code and model are available at https://github.
com/jpeper/pelms.
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Figure 2: Zero-shot performance across relevance
(ROUGE-G, BertScore), abstractiveness (N-gram Nov-
elty), coherence (DiscoScore), and faithfulness (MD-
SummaC) metrics. Each metric is displayed on a unique
scale, with [a, b] respectively indicating the minimum
and maximum values for each axis. PELMS achieves
the best combination of performance over all key sum-
mary characteristics.

• In supervised scenarios, PELMS outperforms
existing models in ROUGE and BertScore,
while striking the best balance of faithfulness,
abstractiveness, and coherence. We find full-
parameter training improves informativeness
and abstractiveness, whereas adapter-based
training best maintains input faithfulness. Re-
markably, we find PELMS can match GPT-3.5
and GPT-4.0 (Ouyang et al., 2022; OpenAI,
2023) performance with as few as 16 and 64
training examples, respectively.

• Ablation studies reveal the significance of
both our PELMS technique and the Mul-
tiPT dataset in enhancing MDS performance.
PELMS proves effective across various model
architectures, and existing models benefit
from training on our dataset.

2 Related Work

2.1 Multi-Document Summarization
Multi-document summarization (MDS) involves
summarizing extensive, varied content, often in-
cluding a large number of articles. This task re-
quires systems capable of efficiently handling in-
puts with complementary, redundant, or contradic-
tory information (Otmakhova et al., 2022; Pasunuru
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et al., 2021; Brazinskas et al., 2022; Hendrickx
et al., 2009; Radev, 2000; Wolhandler et al., 2022).
A key hurdle in MDS is the scarcity of extensive
multi-document pre-training corpora, leading to re-
liance on small or synthesized corpora (Caciularu
et al., 2021, 2023).

2.2 Summarization Pre-training

Pre-trained language models (PLMs) have become
the dominant paradigm in natural language pro-
cessing for tasks including abstractive text summa-
rization. The popular Pegasus (Zhang et al., 2019a)
uses gap sentence generation (GSG) in pre-training,
masking key sentences in single documents based
on lexical similarity. However, this can result in
repetitive outputs when applied to MDS inputs.

In multi-document contexts, Primera (Xiao et al.,
2022) builds on Pegasus using entity-based sen-
tence grouping to reduce redundancy. However, it
struggles with effectively linking semantically sim-
ilar terms. Centrum (Puduppully et al., 2023) takes
a different approach by selecting centroid docu-
ments as summary targets but may not fully repre-
sent diverse topics or opinions. Cross-document
alignment via question answering has also been
explored (Caciularu et al., 2023), showing promise
in supervised settings.

Other works focus on improving targeted model-
ing improvements. For example, Wan and Bansal
(2022) enhance Pegasus pre-training by incorporat-
ing factuality constraints, although these are shown
to generalize poorly across different domains (Kryś-
ciński et al., 2019). Other works have explored im-
provements for specific summarization tasks such
as opinion and dialog summarization (Brazinskas
et al., 2022; Li et al., 2022).

Our method seeks to achieve effective MDS pre-
training over a wide variety of domains, maintain-
ing robust performance on not only conventional
summary metrics such as ROUGE, but also on
other key attributes such as abstractiveness, coher-
ence, and factuality.

3 PELMS Pre-training Technique

The PELMS pre-training strategy for multi-
document summarization is outlined in Figure 3.
Briefly, we rely on a cluster-then-select pre-training
objective to generate data for training transformer
models. We then follow previous work by using a
Gap Sentence Generation-style objective to form
pre-training targets, but instead of masking, we

Dataset Domain #Clusters #Docs Doc Len Input Len
NewSHead News 370,000 3.5 495.2 1,732
BigNews News 1,060,000 4.3 656.1 2,820
WikiSum-40 Wiki 1,000,000 40 70.1 2,804

AmazonPT Product
Reviews 1,000,000 40.3 72.8 2,901

YelpPT Business
Reviews 142,000 61.3 60.6 3,714

Table 1: Overview of the MultiPT pre-training corpus.
MultiPT is comprised of 5 sources of unlabeled topic-
centric document clusters. Combined, they sum to over
3.5M clusters. We release MultiPT along with pre-
computed sentence-level embeddings and entities.

remove the sentences to improve abstractiveness.
Our key contributions are: 1) improved ranking
and selection of target sentence candidates to en-
courage summary informativeness and faithfulness,
and 2) injecting coherence constraints during for-
mulation of the GSG target. Our technique consists
of the following three steps:

1. Clustering sentences into topics (§3.1). We en-
code and cluster the input sentences to identify
prevalent topics within the input, considering
the top k topics for inclusion in the summary.

2. Ranking cluster sentences by summary-
worthiness (§3.2). We score each cluster
element based on a) distance to the cluster
centroid and b) entailment-based intra-cluster
consistency. These rankings determine which
sentences are used in the pre-training target.

3. Selecting and ordering target sentences to
maintain summary coherence (§3.3). Con-
sidering the c highest-scoring examples from
each topic cluster, we select target sentences
(one per topic), sourcing from the fewest num-
ber of documents possible. We use this, and
a topic-position ordering heuristic, to specify
the output ordering.

3.1 Topic Detection via Sentence Clustering
Information redundancy is a common phenomenon
within multi-document inputs (Ma et al., 2022)
and has been utilized to identify input salience,
with the intuition being that topic frequency cor-
relates with topic significance (Xiao et al., 2022;
Nenkova et al., 2007). Methods like Primera use
ROUGE similarity or align sentences using entity
mentions. However, these are brittle and general-
ize poorly, motivating the need for a more refined
selection mechanism. We propose to use contin-
uous semantic representations when performing
the sentence similarity comparison. Concretely,



   Doc 1          Doc 2             Doc 3          Doc 4

[1] Cluster sentence embeddings to identify 
prevalent topics within the multi-document input.

[2] Use intra-cluster entailment and distance from cluster centroid to identify the c most 
faithful candidates for each of the k largest topic clusters.

[3]  Form pre-training target from the candidate sentences. We maintain target coherence by 
(a) selecting sentences that cover the topics while using the fewest documents possible and (b) ordering 
the selected sentences via their topic’s positions within the input documents. (c) We remove the selected 
sentences from the input to encourage abstractiveness and reduce positional cues from mask tokens.

c = 2 candidates, k = 3 clusters

        Topic 1           Topic  2        Topic 3      Topic 4

S1
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  Pre-training  
Target

Pre-training 
Input
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Demonstration of ranking process for Topic 1 sentences.

Sentence
Entailment 

Rank
Distance From 
Centroid Rank

Aggregate 
Rank

the cheese pizza was great 2 4 3.0 (3rd)

the pizza was good 1 2 1.5 (1st)

we liked the pizza 3 1 2.0 (2nd)

the deep dish was tasty 4 3 3.5 (4th)

Figure 3: Overview of the PELMS pre-training approach. The pre-training target is formed by selecting a set
of representative sentences covering frequently occurring topic clusters within the input. Target sentences are
intentionally selected to enhance faithfulness and arranged to improve target coherence.

PELMS embeds and clusters the input sentences,
with each cluster representing a set of topic-aligned
sentences. We leverage the Sentence Transform-
ers library (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019) which
offers lightweight text embeddings and a fast local-
community clustering method, which are required
for processing large-scale pre-training data in a
tractable fashion. Once we have identified semantic
clusters, we use this structured cluster representa-
tion to identify salient topics. Similar to the Entity
Pyramid method (Xiao et al., 2022), we use fre-
quency as a proxy for salience. Concretely, larger
clusters represent topics that are more prominent
within the input, and are therefore more summary-
worthy. We select from the k largest clusters. See
Appendix A for details on the clustering method
and parameters.

3.2 Entailment-aware Target Sentence
Selection

As each top-k cluster represents a unique summary-
worthy topic, we must choose a representative sen-
tence from each cluster for inclusion within the
pre-training target. To improve the consistency of
our selected sentence with the rest of the clus-
ter, we use a combination of cluster centrality and
intra-cluster entailment to score the candidate sen-
tences (Fig. 3-[2]). Pegasus and Primera leverage

simple lexical overlap to identify the most signifi-
cant sentence. Similarly, we could consider simply
selecting the medoid element within each topic
cluster. However, methods such as Wan and Bansal
(2022) find it possible to improve the faithfulness
of summarization systems by imposing additional
selection constraints. We rank the candidate sen-
tences in two ways: 1) by distance to the cluster
centroid, to capture the average semantic meaning
of the cluster, and 2) by average NLI entailment
with the rest of the cluster elements, as a means of
maintaining input-consistent summary examples.
We aggregate these two rankings using a simple un-
weighted Borda count (Emerson, 2013) to generate
a ranking of all cluster elements. We cap the NLI
calculation to the 5 most central cluster elements
due to the quadratic computational complexity of
the intra-cluster entailment score.

3.3 Pre-training Formulation for Improved
Coherence

Coherence is a key characteristic for summaries
and has been extensively studied for summariza-
tion tasks including MDS (Christensen et al., 2013;
Wang et al., 2016). However, GSG simply masks
the highest-scoring sentences and de-noises in or-
der of appearance within the input, which can re-
sult in incoherent outputs for arbitrarily-ordered



multi-document inputs. With our method, after
identifying summary-worthy sentences, we then
select and order a set of sentences to comprise
the pre-training target.

Considering only the c highest-ranked sentences
from each topic cluster, we select target sentences,
one per topic, using minimum set cover to source
from as few documents as possible to improve tar-
get coherence (Fig. 3-[3a]).

After selecting target sentences, we order them
subject to the following constraints in this order of
precedence: 1) sentences selected from the same
document should maintain their original relative
ordering, and 2) sentences should be ordered by
average topic position – e.g., ‘lead’ topics should
appear early within the target (Fig. 3-[3b]). Finally
we remove the selected sentences from the pre-
training input (Fig. 3-[3c]).

4 Pre-training Details

We pre-train a new MDS model with the PELMS
technique, forming pre-training examples from the
unlabeled document clusters in our MultiPT cor-
pora. Below we overview MultiPT and the pre-
training architecture used for training PELMS. See
Appendix A.2 for full pre-training details.

MultiPT Pre-training Dataset MDS is designed
to support lengthy multi-document inputs, yet there
are few available data sources for large-scale unla-
beled multi-documents for pre-training. Notably,
NewsHead (Gu et al., 2020) has been used, contain-
ing clusters of news articles. However, it is limited
in magnitude for a pre-training dataset, containing
only 370k document clusters.

Extending on this, we compile MultiPT, a new
multi-document dataset comprised of over 3 mil-
lion document clusters from public data sources.
It contains a wide diversity of genres (including
news, general knowledge, and opinionated con-
tent), and covers a broad range of inputs with re-
spect to document lengths and cluster sizes. Table 1
outlines the pre-training dataset. During MultiPT
pre-processing, we use simple text overlap heuris-
tics to filter out any documents that exist within the
evaluation datasets.

Base Model As done in Primera, we use the pop-
ular sparse-attention long-input Longformer En-
coder Decoder (Beltagy et al., 2020) as our base
architecture, initializing from the 464M LED-large
base model. We follow Primera in inserting a

global <doc-sep> token after each input docu-
ment for improved cross-document communication
(Caciularu et al., 2021).

5 Evaluation Setup

5.1 Evaluation Datasets

We use five existing MDS datasets spanning news,
opinion, and scientific domains in our evaluation,
and additionally curate MetaTomatoes, a meta-
summary generation dataset for critics’ film re-
views. Table 6 overviews the evaluation dataset
statistics. Appendix C.2 provides further dataset
details.

5.2 Evaluation Metrics

Previous analysis of MDS techniques has largely
focused on ROUGE evaluation, supplemented by
expensive human evaluation. In this work, we are
the first to systematically explore the behavior of
pre-trained MDS models across a wide variety of
summary evaluation metrics. We evaluate summary
informativeness with ROUGE and BertScore, co-
herence with DiscoScore, faithfulness with our new
MDSummaC metric, and abstractiveness with N-
gram Novelty. Full evaluation metrics details are
covered in Appendix E.

5.3 Baseline Models

We compare our PELMS with four leading long-
input pre-trained summarization models in zero-
shot and supervised scenarios:

Pegasus-X (Phang et al., 2022) extends the
568M Pegasus model (Zhang et al., 2019a) to long-
input tasks by continued long-input pre-training.
It incorporates block-staggered local attention for
efficient processing of long inputs and has demon-
strated superior performance on long-input tasks
compared to models like LongT5 (Guo et al.,
2022).

QAMDen (Caciularu et al., 2023), also a 464M
model initialized from LED-large, leverages the
Primera-style sparse attention. Its pre-training con-
sits of multi-document question answering, using
silver-labeled question-context-answer tuples auto-
matically derived from NewSHead document clus-
ters.

Primera (Xiao et al., 2022) and Centrum
(Puduppully et al., 2023) are both 464M models
based on the LED-large architecture. Primera is
trained on NewSHead (Gu et al., 2020) with an en-
tity salience-based pre-training objective. Namely,



Dataset Model R1 R2 RL RG BertS DiscoS MDSummaC N-gram Novelty
MultiNews Pegasus-X 39.1 11.2 17.8 19.8 59.2 91.5 37.8 4.6

Primera 41.9 12.7 19.5 21.8 60.8 93.1 41.3 3.6
QAmden 31.1 7.9 15.7 15.6 49.9 63.5 5.3 40.2
Centrum 44.2 15.1 21.6 24.3 62.2 95.7 39.2 11.5
PELMS 41.7 13.5 20.0 22.4 61.0 95.3 38.6 7.8

Multi-XScience Pegasus-X 28.8 4.5 14.9 12.5 55.7 89.8 30.5 3.3
Primera 29.6 4.6 15.2 12.8 55.5 81.7 27.0 1.6
QAmden 25.4 3.5 14.3 10.9 51.9 71.9 9.6 22.8
Centrum 29.2 4.6 15.3 12.7 55.2 90.8 31.5 7.2
PELMS 30.0 4.8 15.4 13.0 56.0 90.9 31.1 3.0

Amazon Pegasus-X 27.2 4.2 15.1 12.0 58.0 90.8 15.3 5.1
Primera 28.1 5.1 16.4 13.3 59.0 84.1 8.1 2.5
QAmden 24.1 3.3 14.5 10.5 54.9 77.2 6.2 16.2
Centrum 28.9 4.8 16.8 13.3 58.5 90.4 12.3 25.3
PELMS 31.3 7.1 18.7 16.1 62.0 90.6 12.8 30.8

Yelp Pegasus-X 25.0 3.9 14.3 11.2 59.0 89.9 14.5 6.9
Primera 27.4 4.9 15.7 12.8 59.8 85.2 10.7 2.7
QAmden 21.2 3.3 13.2 9.7 54.8 75.7 6.9 17.5
Centrum 27.4 5.4 16.7 13.5 58.8 89.9 9.8 39.1
PELMS 31.7 8.0 19.0 16.9 62.4 91.6 14.2 24.9

DUC2004 Pegasus-X 31.5 5.0 15.5 13.5 56.4 92.8 4.6 4.1
Primera 32.9 7.0 16.9 15.8 58.1 77.1 12.6 2.3
QAmden 28.2 4.3 15.3 12.3 53.8 75.7 8.9 12.1
Centrum 34.7 7.9 18.2 17.1 59.3 94.0 13.8 3.4
PELMS 34.0 6.6 16.7 15.6 58.8 93.0 15.4 7.0

MetaTomatoes Pegasus-X 31.1 4.6 13.8 12.5 54.4 93.4 5.4 12.5
Primera 32.1 5.0 14.4 13.2 54.9 80.5 3.5 7.1
QAmden 21.6 2.6 11.6 8.6 44.5 72.3 1.9 70.2
Centrum 32.5 5.6 15.0 13.9 54.9 93.4 4.7 26.9
PELMS 34.1 7.4 16.5 16.1 55.1 92.0 6.2 41.4

Overall Pegasus-X 30.4 5.6 15.2 13.6 57.1 91.4 18.0 6.1
Primera 32.0 6.6 16.3 15.0 58.0 83.6 17.2 3.3
QAmden 25.3 4.1 14.1 11.3 51.6 72.7 6.5 29.8
Centrum 32.8 7.2 17.3 15.8 58.2 92.4 18.6 18.9
PELMS 33.8 7.9 17.7 16.7 59.2 92.2 19.7 19.2

Table 2: Zero-shot MDS results. Bold and underline respectively indicate the best and second-best model. Green
indicates where PELMS is the best model. PELMS achieves strong informativeness (ROUGE, BertScore) and
coherence (DiscoScore) while maintaining the best combination of faithfulness (MDSummaC) and abstractiveness
(N-gram Novelty).

it performs entity extraction to identify common
topics, and uses a ROUGE consistency metric
to select one representative sentence for each
frequently-occuring entity. Centrum, using the
same base model and pre-training data, instead
employs a "leave-one-out" training approach, se-
lecting a ROUGE-calculated centroid document as
the target summary, treating the task as document-
granularity denoising.

5.4 Supervised Fine-tuning Methods

In our supervised experiments, we train the mod-
els using labeled MDS data. We perform stan-
dard training, updating all model parameters dur-
ing training. Results are averaged over 5 runs,
each with unique random seeds. We also perform
parameter-efficient fine-tuning (PEFT) to under-
stand whether the evaluated models can converge
when updating fewer model parameters; we use

the popular Adapter (Houlsby et al., 2019) method
which freezes the original model weights and trains
only a small percentage of new parameters.

6 Results

We perform a rigorous comparison of PELMS and
competitive baseline models in both zero-shot and
supervised settings (using both full supervision
and PEFT adapter training). Appendix B outlines
the full details of our zero-shot and supervised eval-
uation configuration.

6.1 Zero-Shot Evaluation

In the zero-shot evaluation (Table 2), PELMS con-
sistently excels, surpassing baselines on key met-
rics. Table 8 displays example zero-shot outputs
from each model. The PELMS performance un-
derscores the alignment of our pre-training objec-
tive with the MDS (Multi-Document Summariza-



# Shots Model R1 R2 RL RG BertS DiscoS MDSummaC N-gram Novelty
0 Pegasus-X 30.4 5.6 15.2 13.6 57.1 91.4 18.0 6.1

Primera 32.0 6.6 16.3 15.0 58.0 83.6 17.2 3.3
QAmden 25.3 4.1 14.1 11.3 51.6 72.7 6.5 29.8
Centrum 32.8 7.2 17.3 15.8 58.2 92.4 18.6 18.9
PELMS 33.8 7.9 17.7 16.7 59.2 92.2 19.7 19.2

16 Pegasus-X (5%) 26.0 4.5 14.0 11.6 56.8 83.9 18.0 5.1
Primera (5%) 31.1 6.4 16.2 14.6 58.2 86.7 20.2 2.3
QAmden (5%) 19.0 3.1 12.1 8.8 53.1 68.2 17.4 17.4
Centrum (5%) 32.6 7.3 17.2 15.8 58.1 92.3 18.7 18.7
PELMS (5%) 34.0 8.1 18.1 17.0 60.0 92.3 20.4 18.1
Pegasus-X 31.9 6.9 17.4 15.5 60.5 89.1 13.0 34.1
Primera 34.5 8.1 18.7 17.2 61.1 92.4 18.5 24.0
QAmden 19.8 3.3 12.6 9.3 53.3 68.4 17.4 17.0
Centrum 33.0 7.4 17.4 16.0 58.4 92.7 19.2 16.2
PELMS 36.0 9.0 19.5 18.4 61.6 92.6 16.5 30.1

64 Pegasus-X (5%) 29.3 6.0 16.1 14.1 58.5 86.5 17.6 11.4
Primera (5%) 32.7 7.4 17.3 15.9 59.5 90.2 21.0 7.6
QAmden (5%) 19.5 3.2 12.4 9.2 53.3 68.4 17.3 17.0
Centrum (5%) 32.7 7.4 17.3 15.9 58.4 92.6 19.1 16.7
PELMS (5%) 35.0 8.8 19.0 17.9 60.9 92.5 20.9 18.4
Pegasus-X 35.4 8.6 19.4 18.0 62.2 92.0 10.2 46.1
Primera 35.8 8.8 19.3 18.2 61.8 93.0 16.2 31.0
QAmden 29.6 7.1 17.3 15.3 59.0 83.2 17.6 20.4
Centrum 33.5 7.7 17.8 16.4 59.3 92.7 20.0 12.2
PELMS 36.2 9.3 19.8 18.7 62.5 92.3 15.5 34.4

Full Pegasus-X (5%) 31.4 7.3 16.7 15.4 59.2 89 15.4 18.2
Primera (5%) 32.2 7.5 17.2 15.9 59.5 88.2 18.9 12.5
QAmden (5%) 27.6 6.2 15.6 13.6 57.4 80.8 16.9 17.3
Centrum (5%) 33 7.8 17.7 16.4 59 92 18.4 21.5
PELMS (5%) 34.5 8.4 18.4 17.4 60.3 92.1 19.8 19.4
Pegasus-X 36.6 9.9 20.1 19.2 62.4 92.1 13.0 31.7
Primera 37.1 10 20.4 19.4 62.6 93.3 16.6 30.7
QAmden 36.6 9.9 20.2 19.2 62.2 91.9 16.1 28.4
Centrum 35 9.0 19.0 18.0 60.7 92.8 16.7 23.4
PELMS 37.6 10.5 20.8 20.0 63.3 93.0 17.0 31.0

LLM GPT-3.5-Long 34.6 7.6 18.1 16.8 61.2 91.5 13.6 50.9
GPT-4 35.2 7.9 18.4 17.1 61.8 92.0 11.6 52.1

Table 3: Overall results on zero-shot and supervised splits, averaged over all 6 datasets. We explore both adapter
fine-tuning (updating only 5% of parameters) and full-parameter tuning. Blue indicates our model is best for a
given data and tuning method split. Values in green indicate our model achieves top performance overall for its
data quantity split. We observe most metrics improve with more data, although often at the expense of faithfulness
(MDSummaC). Other than N-Gram novelty, we see 16-shot PELMS and 64-shot PELMS respectively outperform
GPT-3.5-Long and GPT-4 over all metrics.

tion) task. Notably, we achieve superior results
in ROUGE-G (geometric mean of ROUGE-1/2/L)
and BertScore compared to Primera and Pegasus-X,
indicating better content representation and seman-
tic understanding.

PELMS’s enhanced coherence (DiscoScore) and
faithfulness (MDSummaC) are particularly evident,
along with its ability to generate more abstract sum-
maries. This indicates a well-rounded proficiency
in summarization, balancing content fidelity and
novel synthesis effectively.

In comparison, QAmden, with its QA-centric
pre-training, struggles in zero-shot settings, pro-
ducing incoherent outputs. Its design is less suited
for summarization without specific training, high-
lighting the importance of task-aligned pre-training

objectives.
Centrum, although a strong contender, especially

in news domains, shows mixed results in other ar-
eas like Multi-XScience and opinion summariza-
tion datasets. While it matches PELMS in terms
of coherence due to its approach of selecting en-
tire documents as summaries, this hampers faith-
fulness, unlike our sentence-level selection which
offers greater flexibility across diverse domains.

Overall, PELMS’s robust performance across
various metrics and domains underscores the effec-
tiveness of its pre-training objective, particularly in
settings that deviate from traditional news-focused
summarization tasks – a domain requiring little
cross-document synthesis (Wolhandler et al., 2022).
This adaptability is crucial for comprehensive and



reliable multi-document summarization.

6.2 Supervised Learning Evaluation

In the supervised analysis, we explore both full pa-
rameter tuning and parameter-sparse updates using
adapters (training only 5% of model parameters).
We evaluate on 16-shot, 64-shot, and full-shot data
quantities. All experiments are averaged over 5
runs with unique seeds. Table 3 shows overall re-
sults averaged over the six datasets. Per-dataset
results w/ statistical significance tests are provided
in Appendix H. We see PELMS demonstrates no-
table superiority across all different training data
scales and tuning configurations.

Full-parameter Tuning With increasing super-
vision, PELMS consistently leads in ROUGE-G,
showing notable gains even in small data scenar-
ios like the 16-shot split (1.2+ point improvement).
This trend continues with larger data quantities,
maintaining a steady edge in both ROUGE and
BertScore metrics over competitors like Primera.

While Pegasus-X shows high abstractiveness,
it lags in faithfulness, highlighting a trade-off in
summary characteristics. QAmden, although ini-
tially underperforming in few-shot settings, gradu-
ally matches other methods with full supervision,
suggesting its potential in data-rich environments
though indicating a misalignment between pre-
training and the MDS setting. Centrum, despite its
strengths, shows only modest improvements with
supervision, lagging behind PELMS, particularly
in ROUGE and BertScore.

Adapter Fine-tuning PELMS’s performance is
especially pronounced in adapter fine-tuning sce-
narios. It significantly surpasses others in ROUGE-
G across all data scenarios, from 16-shot to full-
shot, demonstrating its capacity to adapt with lim-
ited trainable parameters. This is a key strength for
resource-constrained environments.

While all models generally converge to lower
ROUGE and BertScore values with adapter train-
ing, PELMS maintains a balanced profile, preserv-
ing both abstractiveness and faithfulness. This bal-
ance is critical for practical summarization applica-
tions where both abstractiveness and accuracy are
important.

In summary, PELMS excels in both fully-
supervised and PEFT contexts, achieving top sum-
mary quality and effectively adapting to varying
training conditions. This performance demon-

strates PELMS as a versatile method for multi-
document summarization tasks, capable of han-
dling both data and compute constraints effectively.

7 Further Analyses

Comparison with LLMs We include compari-
son of MDS models versus OpenAI GPT-3.5 and
GPT-4 (Ouyang et al., 2022; OpenAI, 2023) in Ta-
ble 3. We see that PELMS achieves comparable
or better overall performance in as few as 16 shots
versus GPT-3.5-Long and in 64 shots versus GPT-4
for the ROUGE, BertScore and DiscoScore metrics.
We observe abstractiveness (N-gram Novelty) is
very high for the GPT, although this is contrasted
with relatively poor MDSummaC faithfulness. Ap-
pendix G contains the full experiment details and
per-dataset results.

Pre-training Ablation We investigate the in-
dividual benefits of both our MultiPT data and
PELMS pre-training objective on other models (Ta-
ble 4). We find Primera benefits from pre-training
on our diverse large-scale dataset (versus on New-
SHead). We also see our method extends well to
an alternate architecture (Pegasus-X), outperform-
ing the LED architecture model on most metrics,
although faithfulness is decreased.

Human Evaluation We validate our results
through human evaluation, following Xiao et al.
(2022) in evaluating both summary fluency and and
faithfulness. We analyze a random 25-example sub-
set of MetaTomatoes due to the time-consuming na-
ture of the scoring process, particularly for faithful-
ness evaluation which requires extensive sentence-
level input vs. output comparison. PELMS demon-
strates improved grammaticality, referential clarity,
and coherence compared to the top competitive
MDS baselines. We also find PELMS has highest
input vs output faithfulness, generating summaries
that were the most reflective of their inputs. Ap-
pendix F contains the full human evaluation details.

Length Control Experiment We briefly explore
length control during pre-training, varying the k
value which sets the number of target sentences
and training with a corresponding a length-prefix.
We achieve an average ROUGE-G improvement
of 0.6 points. Further details and results of this
experiment can be found in Appendix D.



Architecture Technique w/ MultiPT RG BertScore DiscoScore MDSummaC N-gram Novelty
LED Primera No 15.0 58.0 91.4 18.0 3.3
LED Primera Yes 15.4 58.4 91.5 20.7 4.6
LED PELMS Yes 16.7 59.2 92.2 19.7 19.2
Pegasus-X Pegasus-X No 13.6 57.1 91.4 18.0 6.1
Pegasus-X PELMS Yes 17.3 59.8 92.8 17.6 22.6

Table 4: We pre-train with the Primera technique using our MultiPT data, and pre-train our PELMS technique with
the Pegasus-X architecture (initializing our model with Pegasus-X weights). We report the overall zero-shot results.

MetaTomatoes (25 Examples)
Gram. ↓ Ref. ↓ Str. & Coher ↓ Faithf. ↑

Pegasus-X 1.84 1.88 1.86 65.9
Primera 1.76 1.72 1.94 58.4
Centrum 1.43 1.73 1.77 59.8
PELMS 1.32 1.43* 1.58* 78.3*

Table 5: Human evaluation on MetaTomatoes dataset.
For Grammaticality, Referential Clarity, and Structure
& Coherence, we report the average ranking when com-
paring methods. Ties are allowed. For Faithfulness, we
report the percentage of system-generated SCUs that
are holistically entailed by human-verified input SCUs.
*: Results are statistically significant for Referential
Clarity, Structure & Coherence, and Faithfulness (p <
0.05).

8 Conclusion

We introduce PELMS, a novel new multi-document
summarization pre-training method. PELMS lever-
ages semantic topic clustering to improve summary
informativeness and uses coherence and faithful-
ness constraints during pre-training target formu-
lation to produce concise, fluent, and faithful sum-
maries. Both automatic evaluation and human eval-
uation demonstrate that PELMS achieves consis-
tent improvements over competitive baseline pre-
trained models, yielding especially strong perfor-
mance in low-shot and parameter-efficient training
settings.

Limitations and Risks

As our emphasis was on building a proficient pre-
trained model, our technique is complementary to
fine-tuning-specific methods that attempt to further
inject specific summarization constraints during
fine-tuning. For example, inference-time or train-
time techniques such as FactPEGASUS (Wan and
Bansal, 2022) and CLIFF (Cao and Wang, 2021)
can still be used during supervised fine-tuning with
our base model. While we are not aware of any
significant risks associated with PELMS, there is al-
ways a risk that biases in the pre-training data, such
as MultiPT, could lead to the model inadvertently
generating summaries with skewed perspectives or

unintended biases. Additionally, the model’s abil-
ity to create fluent summaries could potentially be
misused for spreading misinformation if applied in
manipulative contexts.
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length per example. In half of the training
examples, we set k to 8 for enabling general
purpose summarization. For the remaining
examples, we sample k to enable length-controlled
summarization, as detailed in Appx. D.

Sentence Ranking + Selection For the NLI en-
tailment step, we use the albert-base-vitaminc
(Schuster et al., 2021) model. We use only the
positive entailment probability when calculating
intra-cluster entailment. Additionally, the ranking
and ordering steps are parametrized by c, which is
the number of elements considered for selection
from each topic cluster. We set this to 2 in our
pre-training.

A.2 Additional Pre-training Details

We train PELMS from the 464M LED-large base
model, using the default sliding-window local at-
tention configuration supplemented by inserting
<doc-sep> tokens with full attention added after
each document. For all examples, we cap the input
sizes at 4,096 tokens to enable tractable training.
This cap affects approximately 10% of pre-training
inputs. When truncating long inputs, we distribute
the tokens equally among the documents.

We train on 16 GPUs with a total effective batch
size of 1,024, learning rate of 5e-5, and 1,250
warmup steps. Leveraging 16 NVIDIA A40 GPUs,
this takes approximately 4 days. We train over
the full pre-training dataset for one epoch. Pre-
processing of the 3-million+ pre-training examples
with the PELMS technique takes approximately 14
hours using the same computing environment.

We perform basic dataset pre-processing of Mul-
tiPT prior to pre-training target creation, removing
extremely short and/or noisy documents containing
HTML content.

B Evaluation Details

Input Preparation For fair comparison of all
models, we pre-process the input documents simi-
larly, with input sizes capped at 4,096 tokens during
training and evaluation. If truncation is necessary,
we distribute the tokens equally among the docu-
ments, truncating the end of each document.

Generation Settings Largely following the ex-
isting methods, for all experiments, we use beam
search as the generation decoding strategy, with
the number of beams set to 5. We enable tri-gram

blocking during decoding as this consistently yields
improved results for all models. Following Xiao
et al. (2022), we set a maximum generation length
per dataset to ensure reasonable and comparable
output lengths. For Amazon and Yelp we use
96, DUC2004 and Multi-XScience we use 128,
MetaTomatoes we use 192, and MultiNews we use
256.

Model Training We use a learning rate of 3e-4
in our experiments, training for a maximum of 30
epochs. We base this off of hyperparameters from
the the four baseline models which all leverage the
same LED-large model. We apply early stopping
based on validation ROUGE-G score. For few-shot
experiments, we scale down the validation set size
to match the few-shot size (for example, in 16-shot
training, we use a validation set of 16 examples).
Results are averaged over 5 runs. For datasets with
multiple ground-truth references, we unpack them
and treat each reference as a separate example or
“shot”.

Test Sets We cap test set size to 1,000 examples
to ensure tractable evaluation as the neural Dis-
coScore and MDSummaC automated metrics used
in our evaluation are GPU compute-intensive. This
impacts only the Multi-XScience and Multi-News
evaluation. MDSummaC takes approximately 45
minutes to evaluate 1,000 examples.

Model Selection Due to computational limita-
tions, we evaluate only on recent strong baselines:
Primera and Pegasus-X, Centrum, and QAMDen.
These outperform other baselines like LED and
BART (Lewis et al., 2019). We explored Flan-T5,
a T5-based method pre-trained for multiple tasks
(Chung et al., 2022), but it showed poor general-
ization to multi-document summarization in our
pilot studies, likely due to lack of long-input pre-
training.

C Dataset Information

C.1 Pre-training Datasets
The datasets used in our MultiPT corpus are de-
scribed here.

• NewSHead (Gu et al., 2020)—A dataset of
news stories published between between 2018-
2019, grouped together to form topic-centric
document clusters.

• BigNews-Aligned (Liu et al., 2022)—A large-
scale news dataset containing over 3 million



english political news articles which are clus-
tered by event. These articles are gathered
from 11 large US news sites.

• WikiSum-40 (Liu and Lapata, 2019)—
Derived from WikiSum (Liu et al., 2018) a
Wikipedia corpus containing wikipedia arti-
cles and their source articles. WikiSum-40
is a filtered variant containing only the 40
most-relevant documents for every wikipedia
article.

• AmazonPT (Ni et al., 2019)—A subset of the
massive dataset of Amazon product reviews.
We use a 1,000,000 cluster subset of this, sam-
pling uniformly from the available categories.

• YelpPT (https://www.yelp.com/
dataset)—a reviews dataset containing
consumer reviews of businesses.

C.2 Evaluation Datasets
We provide further details on the datasets used dur-
ing evaluation, and introduce our new MetaToma-
toes dataset.

• Multi-News (Fabbri et al., 2019)—A large-
scale MDS news summarization dataset con-
taining 56,216 articles-summary pairs.

• DUC2004 (Dang, 2005)—A small carefully-
curated news summarization dataset contain-
ing 50, 10-document news article clusters and
corresponding summaries.

• Multi-XScience (Lu et al., 2020)—A related-
work generation task, with the goal of con-
solidating information from scientific article
abstracts cited by a given paper.

• Amazon, Yelp (Bražinskas et al., 2020)—Two
small crowdworker-curated opinion summa-
rization datasets with focus on aggregating
opinions expressed in consumer reviews of
consumer products (Amazon), and businesses
(Yelp).

C.2.1 MetaTomatoes Meta-review Dataset
Wang and Ling (2016) previously released Rotten-
Tomatoes, an MDS meta-review dataset in which
inputs consisted of many short editorial summaries
produced by RottenTomatoes contributors. The
objective was to generate a brief sentence that cap-
tures the overall opinion towards the new film. In

Figure 4: Example Rotten Tomatoes Critics Consensus
Meta-Summary

contrast, we identify and scrape longer-form meta-
reviews produced by the RottenTomatoes editorial
team using similar inputs. Figure 4 displays an
example meta-summary. These meta-reviews are
significantly longer than any one input ‘contributor
review summary’, with the input posing a unique
challenge due to the large number of documents,
necessitating cross-document information aggrega-
tion and understanding.

D Length-Controlled Summarization

As mentioned in Section 7, we perform length-
controlled summarization experimentation in the
zero-shot setting. During pre-training we train with
a fixed k of 8 for half of the examples. For the
remainder, we randomly sample k from a normal
distribution (mean=7, std_dev=5) to encourage flex-
ibility within the model output; in these cases, we
prepend the input with a corresponding length pre-
fix, corresponding to one of five length bins. We
bound k within the range [1,14]. Table 7 overviews
the results and best prefixes for each dataset.

The five length prefixes and corresponding bins
are as follows:

• ‘short’: [1,2]

• ‘short-medium’: [3,5]

• ‘medium’: [6,8]

https://www.yelp.com/dataset
https://www.yelp.com/dataset


Evaluation Datasets Domain #Clusters #Docs / C Doc_len Input_len Summ. Length
MultiNews News 56,000 2.8 640.4 1793 217
Multi-XScience Academic Literature 40,000 4.4 160 700 105
Amazon Product Reviews 180 8 49.7 397 50.3
Yelp Business Reviews 300 8 49.8 398.4 52.3
DUC2004 News 50 10 588.2 5882 115
MetaTomatoes Movie Meta-Reviews 1,497 84.3 23.2 1956 142

Table 6: Overview of the six datasets used in our MDS evaluation.

• ‘medium-long’: [9,11]

• ‘long’: [12, 14]

E Additional Evaluation Metrics Details

We provide additional information on the 5 metrics
used in our evaluation. All metrics report values in
range [0,1] with displayed results multiplied by 100
for presentation purposes. For all, higher scores
are better.

Summary Informativeness

• ROUGE (Lin, 2004), an n-gram overlap met-
ric commonly used for summarization evalua-
tion. We follow Pegasus-X in using ROUGE-
G (geometric mean of R1/R2/RL) as their
overall ROUGE metric, and we additionally
use ROUGE-G as our stopping criteria dur-
ing training. We note that we observed nearly
identical behavior and trends when instead
using the arithmetic mean of R1/R2/RL.

• BertScore (Zhang et al., 2019b), a BERT-
based text similarity metric, also popular for
text generation evaluation. We use DeBERTa-
XLarge-MNLI2 He et al. (2020) as the base
model.

Coherence

• DiscoScore (Zhao et al., 2022), a recent BERT-
based method for evaluating discourse coher-
ence. In particular, we use the DS-SENT
(NN) variant—which is shown to correlate
well with human judgment, particularly in the
news domain—to measure the discourse sim-
ilarities between system and reference sum-
maries.

2https://huggingface.co/microsoft/
deberta-xlarge-mnli

Faithfulness

• MDSummaC - To better measure consistency
between multiple-document inputs and a sys-
tem summary, we introduce MDSummaC,
an entailment-based consistency metric that
we extend from the SummaC (Laban et al.,
2021) consistency metric. SummaC uses en-
tailment to identify whether a text is consis-
tent with another. In particular, we repur-
pose the SummaCZS variant, which uses
sentence-wise comparison of the input text
and generated summary, calculating consis-
tency as the maximum entailment score be-
tween a given summary sentence and any in-
put sentence, then reporting the average of
this over all of the summary sentences. Un-
fortunately, this formulation struggles to fit
the multi-document case, as SummaC will
return a high score even if a summary is maxi-
mally consistent with sentences from just one
document. To ensure the summary is inde-
pendently consistent with each document, we
instead report the average SummaCZS score
over each individual input document Doci in
the input I as follows:

MDSummaC (I, S) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

SummaCZS (Doci, S)

(1)

Abstractiveness

• N-gram novelty - Calculates the abstractive-
ness of a summary as the proportion of novel
n-grams within the summary. For example,
unigram novelty captures the proportion of
summary unigrams not seen in the input. To
simplify our reporting, we report the arith-
metic mean of 1-gram, 2-gram and 3-gram
novelty as our proxy for summary abstractive-
ness.

https://huggingface.co/microsoft/deberta-xlarge-mnli
https://huggingface.co/microsoft/deberta-xlarge-mnli


Dataset Best Prefix R1 R2 RL RG BertS DiscoS MDSumC N-gram Novelty
MultiNews long 43.4 14.1 20.6 23.3 61.4 95.2 38.1 9.7
Multi-X-Science none 29.7 5.1 15.6 13.3 56.4 90.8 30.9 5.5
Amazon medium-long 35.4 8.7 21.2 18.7 63.2 90.9 15.3 32.4
Yelp short-medium 30.8 6.6 18.1 15.4 61.3 91.2 10.2 38.2
Duc2004 medium 36.1 8.4 18.0 17.6 58.3 93.7 14.8 7.3
MetaTomatoes medium-long 33.8 7.1 16.3 15.7 55.0 92.0 6.8 43.6
Controlled Avg. 34.9 8.3 18.3 17.3 59.3 92.3 19.4 22.8
Uncontrolled Avg. 33.8 7.9 17.7 16.7 59.2 92.2 19.7 19.2

Table 7: Comparison of uncontrolled vs length-controlled zero-shot performance. The controlled setting varies only
in the prefix supplied during inference. We report the best prefix per dataset, noting that the best prefixes aligned
well with the expected best (i.e., longer prefixes for datasets with longer summaries). Our selection metric is RG
score.

F Human Evaluation Details

We hired a group of three native English speak-
ers to act as human evaluators of the generated
summaries. We use Xiao et al. (2022)’s guidelines
for fluency evaluation, measuring grammaticality,
referential clarity, and structure & coherence. As
their instructions confusingly mixed both absolute
scoring with suggestions to perform comparative
scoring, we simplified the task to a comparative
ranking of the system outputs from our three evalu-
ated models, with ties allowed.

Summaries were presented to annotators in ran-
dom order. We performed the faithfulness eval-
uation in two phases. First, in the filtering phase,
annotators were asked to identify all Summary Con-
tent Units (SCUs) within the inputs. We used ma-
jority vote to merge these annotations. Next, once
SCUs had been selected, the annotators were pro-
vided the system summaries and asked to score
each each summary sentence as either 1 or 0, with
1 meaning the sentence was holistically entailed by
the input SCUs. To produce an overall score, we re-
port the average percentage of summary sentences
that were entailed by the input SCUs.

Figures 5 and 6 contain the guidelines provided
during the human evaluation. Our inter-annotator
agreement scores (Krippendorf’s Alpha) were 0.41
for Grammaticality, 0.48 for Referential Clarity,
0.29 for Structure & Coherence, and 0.51 for Faith-
fulness.

G Full LLM Results

Table 10 displays the results of GPT-3.5-Long and
GPT-4 on each of the six evaluation datasets. We
use the “0613” versions of GPT-3.5-Long (16k to-
kens) and GPT-4 (8k tokens) in a zero-shot setting.
For a fair comparison, inputs are all truncated to
the same 4,096 tokens as supported by the base-

line models. We follow the MDS prompts used by
Caciularu et al. (2023), with a simple instruction
to “generate a multi-document summary for the
following input: <input documents>”.

H Full Supervised Results

We provide the full results for all datasets with our
supervised setups (all combinations of 16/64/full-
shot splits and full-parameter/adapter training) in
Tables 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16.



Ground Truth Pegasus-X Primera PELMS

What do you do with an
ex-pope? If you happen to
know, call Rome, because
the Church isn’t sure yet.
Many fear Benedict will
become an implicit rival
to the new pope, despite
his apparent desire to
keep a low profile. He
told Roman diocese priests
yesterday that he would be
"withdrawing into prayer,"
Reuters reports. "I will
always be close to all
of you," he said, "even
if I remain hidden from
the world." The "close
to you" bit is somewhat
literal; Benedict has
announced he’ll be living
in the Vatican. That’s
caused some controversy,
the Wall Street Journal
reports, but one senior
papal adviser says it’s
"better to have him here
than somewhere else, where
he could become another
center of power." Benedict
is likely to exert
influence over the next
pope by picking a new head
of the embattled Vatican
Bank, and he’ll keep
writing as a respected
theologian. The Church
also hasn’t decided
what vestments he’ll
wear, whether he’ll give
audiences, or even what to
address him ‘a decision
that has "juridical"
ramifications’, a
spokesman said. One
thing’s for sure: He
won’t be infallible
anymore.

VATICAN CITY - The
looming retirement of
Pope Benedict XVI, who
will soon become the first
living ex-pontiff in some
six centuries, has created
a quandary for the Roman
Catholic Church: What
to make of a former pope
who will continue to live
under the roof of a new
one? Speaking unscripted
to thousands of priests
from the diocese of Rome,
in what turned out to be
a farewell address in his
capacity as bishop of the
Italian capital, Benedict
outlined a cloistered life
ahead, once he steps down
in two weeks time: "Even
if I am withdrawing into
prayer, I will always been
close to all of you and
I am sure that you will
be close to me, even if
I remain hidden to the
world," he said. After
February 28, when he
becomes the first pontiff
to resign instead of
ruling for life, Benedict
will first go to the papal
summer retreat at Castel
Gandolfo, south of Rome
and then move permanently
into the four-storey Mater
Ecclesiae convent.

VATICAN CITY - The
looming retirement of
Pope Benedict XVI, who
will soon become the first
living ex-pontiff in some
six centuries, has created
a quandary for the Roman
Catholic Church: What
to make of a former pope
who will continue to live
under the roof of a new
one? Wednesday provided
two examples of how the
former officeholder could
cast a shadow over his
successor’s work. Pope
Benedict was likely to
take the sensitive step of
appointing a new chief
of the Vatican bank,
Vatican spokesman Rev.
Federico Lombardi said -
a move that would leave
the next pontiff with a
just-picked custodian to
a secretive bank that,
under Pope Benedict, has
denied allegations of
money-laundering. The
pope underscored that
Wednesday. "I have done
this in full freedom
for the good of the
church," he told a general
audience, one of his last.
Later at Mass, the pontiff
received a long and
emotional ovation from the
hundreds of rank-and-file
faithful who packed the
pews, including dozens
of cardinals who removed
their miters in a sign of
respect to the outgoing
pontiff. One cleric wiped
away tears.

Pope Benedict XVI’s
decision to resign is
fueling an unusual
discussion within the
Vatican: What status
he’ll hold once he
retires? The Vatican,
which is navigating
uncharted waters since
his shock announcement,
said experts have still
not decided what his title
will be or whether he will
wear the white of a pope,
the red of a cardinal or
the black of an ordinary
priest. Pope Benedict
also made his first
public appearances in the
wake of his resignation
announcement, issuing
a strong warning to the
cardinals who will elect
his successor, decrying
the internal rivalries
among senior churchmen
that have plagued his
eight-year papacy. The
rivalries burst into
public view a year ago
when the Vatican confirmed
the authenticity of
letters to the pope,
leaked to the Italian
media, detailing the
ouster of a top Vatican
official who tried to blow
the whistle on wasteful
spending in the world’s
smallest state. Father
Lombardi said he didn’t
think the pope consulted
the College of Cardinals
on his decision to stay
inside the Vatican. Added
a senior papal adviser:
“It’s better to have him
here than somewhere else,
where he could become
another center of power.”

Table 8: Zero-shot MultiNews Summary Output Example (Ground Truth, Pegasus-X, Primera, PELMS)



Centrum QAMDen GPT-3.5-Long GPT-4

VATICAN CITY (Reuters)
- Pope Benedict XVI’s
decision to resign is
fueling an unusual
discussion within the
Vatican: What status
he’ll hold once he
retires? FILE PHOTO:
Pope Benedict Benedict XVI
attends Ash Wednesday mass
at the Vatican February
13, 2013. Thousands of
people are expected to
gather in the Vatican
for Pope Benedict’s Ash
Wednesday Mass, which
is expected to be his
last before leaving
office at the end of
February. VATICAN CITY
- Pope Benedict will see
out his life in prayer,
‘hidden from the world’,
he said on Thursday in his
first personal comment
on his plans since he
stunned Roman Catholics by
announcing his retirement.
His remarks, in a voice
that was hoarse at
times, followed Monday’s
resignation notice which
spoke of ‘a life dedicated
to prayer’. The Vatican
has said the 85-year-old
German will live within
its walls. His seclusion
may allay concern that the
first living former pope
in centuries might trouble
Church unity. Speaking
unscripted to thousands of
priests from the diocese
of Rome, in what turned
out to be a farewell
address in his capacity
as bishop of the Italian
capital, Benedict outlined
a cloistered life ahead,
once he steps down in two
weeks time.

a cloistered life ahead,
becauese speaking
unscripted to thousands of
priests from the diocese
of Rome, in what turned
out to be a farewell
address in his capacity
as bishop of the Italian
capital, Benedict outlined
a close relationship with
his flock, once he steps
down in two weeks time
- - Advertisement - T̈he
face of the church is at
times disfigured by the
sins against the unity
of the Church, who will
never stop guiding it and
I am sure that you will
be close to all of you,
even if I remain hidden
to the world,ḧe said, Ëven
if I am withdrawing into
prayer, I will always be
close, and I’m sure that
I, myself, will always,
I’m very sorry that I
remain, I hope that I’ll
always be very close to
you, I’ll see you, but
I’ll be very very, very
close, very very very
close and I hope you’ll
be close. .

Pope Benedict XVI’s
decision to resign
has sparked discussion
about his status once
he retires. There are
concerns about whether
he will become a rival
to his successor, as he
plans to live inside the
Vatican. Pope Benedict
has made it clear that he
will not interfere with
his successor’s work and
will give up all formal
powers of his office.
However, there are still
questions about what title
to use for him and whether
he will hold audiences
with potential admirers.
After his resignation,
Pope Benedict will live
a secluded life of prayer
and will move into the
Mater Ecclesiae convent
within the Vatican. The
Vatican has not yet
decided on his title or
what he will wear. The
election of the new pope
will take place in a
secret conclave between
March 15 and 20.

Pope Benedict XVI’s
decision to resign has
sparked discussions within
the Vatican about his
status post-retirement.
This is the first time
in six centuries that a
living ex-pontiff will
coexist with a new Pope,
raising questions about
potential conflicts.
Pope Benedict has made
plans to live inside
the Vatican after his
resignation, which some
analysts believe could
unwittingly make him a
rival to his successor.
However, he has stated
that he has no intention
of interfering with his
successor’s work and
will give up all formal
powers of his office.
The Pope will continue
to live inside Vatican
City, where he will write
and pray. His future
home will be a renovated
convent within Vatican
walls. The Vatican has
stated that he will not
influence the election of
his successor. However,
his title post-resignation
and his attire are still
under consideration. The
Pope has stated that he
will spend his time in
prayer, "hidden from the
world”.

Table 9: Zero-shot MultiNews Summary Output Example (Centrum, QAMDen, GPT-3.5-Long, GPT-4)



Dataset Model R1 R2 RL RG BertS DiscoS MDSummaC N-gram Novelty
MultiNews GPT-3.5-Long 40.6 12.2 20.2 21.6 63.0 94.0 27.4 38.9

GPT-4 41.3 12.5 20.3 21.9 63.4 94.5 26.3 37.5
Multi-XScience GPT-3.5-Long 30.7 5.2 15.8 13.7 56.5 91.1 20.6 40.6

GPT-4 30.8 5.1 15.9 13.6 56.7 91.4 16.9 42.9
Amazon GPT-3.5-Long 31.3 5.7 17.9 14.7 62.4 90.6 6.6 70.1

GPT-4 33.2 6.9 19.1 16.3 64.6 91.9 5.2 71.3
Yelp GPT-3.5-Long 33.6 6.6 19.3 16.2 64.0 91.9 6.9 65.2

GPT-4 32.7 6.0 18.5 15.4 64.3 91.5 4.6 70.2
DUC2004 GPT-3.5-Long 40.0 10.4 20.2 20.3 63.3 95.4 14.3 34.4

GPT-4 40.8 11.2 21.2 21.3 64.0 95.4 12.1 34.2
MetaTomatoes GPT-3.5-Long 31.2 5.7 15.2 14.0 57.9 85.9 6.0 55.9

GPT-4 32.2 5.7 15.4 14.1 57.8 87.5 4.5 56.2
Overall GPT-3.5-Long 34.6 7.6 18.1 16.8 61.2 91.5 13.6 50.9

GPT-4 35.2 7.9 18.4 17.1 61.8 92.0 11.6 52.1

Table 10: Results of LLMs on the multi-document summarization task. We see GPT-4 achieves slightly higher results
compared to GPT-3.5-Long. In particular, GPT-4 is 0.6 points better than GPT-3.5 for BertScore informativeness.
Coherence and abstractiveness are also moderately improved, although there is some decrease in faithfulness.
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Dataset Model R1 R2 RL RG BertS DiscoS MDSummaC N-gram Novelty
MultiNews Pegasus-X 35.5 (0.2) 11.3 (0.5) 18.0 (0.4) 19.3 (0.5) 60.6 (0.5) 85.0 (0.8) 28.0 (2.8) 17.3 (4.1)

Primera 44.2 (0.3) 15.1 (0.4) 21.8 (0.4) 24.4 (0.4) 63.0 (0.3) 95.6 (0.2) 36.1 (3.7) 11.4 (3.7)
QAmden 18.4 (0.2) 5.2 (0.1) 11.7 (0.1) 10.4 (0.1) 53.1 (0.1) 57.8 (0.2) 37.5 (0.2) 10.7 (0.2)
Centrum 44.4 (0.3) 15.6 (0.4) 22.1 (0.4) 24.8 (0.4) 62.5 (0.3) 95.9 (0.0) 39.8 (0.5) 10.8 (0.5)
PELMS 43.8 (0.9) 14.6 (0.6) 21.3 (0.5) 23.9 (0.6) 62.7 (0.6) 95.9 (0.2)^ 34.6 (3.3) 15.0 (4.1)

Multi-XScience Pegasus-X 24.7 (1.3) 3.7 (0.2) 13.9 (0.4) 10.8 (0.4) 55.2 (0.2) 82.4 (1.9) 21.8 (6.3) 18.1 (12.8)
Primera 29.1 (0.4) 4.6 (0.2) 15.3 (0.2) 12.6 (0.3) 55.7 (0.2) 89.8 (1.2) 30.0 (3.0) 6.9 (7.0)
QAmden 20.6 (0.2) 2.9 (0.1) 12.8 (0.1) 9.2 (0.1) 52.7 (0.1) 70.1 (0.1) 27.3 (0.3) 10.9 (0.1)
Centrum 29.3 (0.2) 4.7 (0.1) 15.3 (0.1) 12.8 (0.1) 55.3 (0.1) 91.1 (0.1) 31.4 (0.4) 6.9 (0.5)
PELMS 30.6 (0.8)^* 5.1 (0.3)^* 16.0 (0.3)^* 13.6 (0.4)^* 56.0 (0.3)^* 90.1 (1.0) 18.4 (2.6) 27.9 (6.6)^

Amazon Pegasus-X 33.4 (1.5) 6.6 (0.9) 20.6 (1.0) 16.5 (1.3) 64.9 (0.9) 91.9 (0.4) 9.3 (1.3) 54.0 (5.9)
Primera 34.2 (1.4) 7.3 (0.5) 21.4 (0.4) 17.5 (0.6) 65.3 (0.4) 91.8 (1.1) 11.7 (1.6) 39.3 (11.4)
QAmden 21.7 (0.2) 2.7 (0.1) 14.0 (0.1) 9.4 (0.0) 56.0 (0.0) 75.3 (0.0) 12.2 (0.2) 8.8 (0.2)
Centrum 28.7 (0.3) 4.8 (0.3) 16.6 (0.3) 13.1 (0.4) 58.6 (0.3) 90.7 (0.1) 12.3 (0.3) 22.9 (1.7)
PELMS 35.8 (0.8)^* 8.8 (0.5)^* 22.6 (0.3)^* 19.2 (0.5)^* 66.6 (0.2)^* 92.2 (0.5)^ 11.0 (2.1) 46.5 (5.6)

Yelp Pegasus-X 31.5 (1.8) 6.6 (0.7) 19.8 (1.3) 16.0 (1.2) 65.3 (0.9) 90.0 (1.1) 11.5 (1.9) 46.6 (8.6)
Primera 32.8 (1.6) 7.4 (0.8) 20.8 (1.2) 17.1 (1.2) 64.9 (1.2) 91.8 (0.3) 12.6 (2.0) 38.0 (13.7)
QAmden 17.5 (0.3) 2.9 (0.1) 12.3 (0.2) 8.5 (0.1) 55.3 (0.3) 70.4 (0.2) 11.3 (0.2) 10.5 (0.2)
Centrum 28.4 (0.2) 5.6 (0.1) 17.0 (0.1) 13.9 (0.2) 59.9 (0.3) 90.5 (0.2) 12.2 (0.3) 29.3 (1.6)
PELMS 35.5 (1.1)^* 9.3 (0.4)^* 22.1 (0.5)^* 19.4 (0.5)^* 66.2 (0.4)^* 91.3 (1.8) 12.8 (1.8)^ 32.7 (5.1)

DUC2004 Pegasus-X 34.8 (1.6) 7.2 (0.7) 17.4 (0.4) 16.3 (0.9) 59.4 (0.9) 92.3 (0.5) 4.5 (0.4) 13.5 (3.6)
Primera 35.6 (0.8) 8.2 (0.6) 18.1 (0.7) 17.4 (0.7) 59.8 (0.9) 93.6 (1.0) 15.9 (0.8) 5.8 (2.6)
QAmden 22.6 (0.3) 3.6 (0.1) 13.7 (0.2) 10.3 (0.2) 54.7 (0.2) 68.6 (0.6) 12.8 (0.5) 6.0 (0.2)
Centrum 34.5 (0.1) 8.2 (0.0) 18.2 (0.1) 17.3 (0.1) 59.2 (0.0) 94.1 (0.0) 14.8 (0.3) 4.4 (0.2)
PELMS 37.7 (1.4)^* 9.3 (1.1)^* 19.2 (0.7)^* 18.8 (1.2)^* 61.8 (0.7)^* 93.9 (1.7) 15.7 (2.2) 21.7 (4.8)^*

MetaTomatoes Pegasus-X 31.7 (0.8) 6.0 (0.3) 15.0 (0.3) 14.1 (0.4) 57.5 (0.6) 93.0 (0.9) 2.6 (0.6) 55.3 (10.0)
Primera 31.3 (1.4) 6.2 (0.5) 15.0 (0.4) 14.3 (0.7) 58.0 (0.7) 92.1 (1.1) 4.5 (0.7) 42.9 (8.9)
QAmden 18.1 (0.5) 2.5 (0.2) 11.1 (0.2) 8.0 (0.3) 48.2 (0.1) 68.0 (0.2) 3.6 (0.0) 55.4 (0.7)
Centrum 32.5 (0.1) 5.6 (0.1) 14.9 (0.1) 14.0 (0.1) 55.1 (0.1) 93.6 (0.3) 4.8 (0.1) 23.2 (2.0)
PELMS 32.8 (0.2)^* 7.0 (0.1)^* 15.8 (0.1)^* 15.4 (0.1)^* 56.3 (1.5) 91.9 (0.7) 6.4 (1.7)^* 36.6 (13.7)

Table 11: 16-shot results with full-parameter training. In our experiments, we average over 5 runs, each with unique
random seeds. We report the mean and (std) values. Green and ˆ indicate PELMS outperforms all baselines.
Bold and * indicate improvement is statistically significant (one-tailed paired t-test with each baseline, p < 0.05).

Dataset Model R1 R2 RL RG BertS DiscoS MDSummaC N-gram Novelty
MultiNews Pegasus-X 25.1 (0.4) 7.2 (0.2) 13.6 (0.2) 13.5 (0.3) 56.9 (0.1) 71.0 (0.5) 40.0 (0.3) 1.7 (0.3)

Primera 41.1 (0.6) 12.8 (0.4) 19.7 (0.4) 21.8 (0.5) 61.0 (0.3) 93.5 (1.1) 43.3 (0.4) 1.8 (0.2)
QAmden 18.5 (0.2) 5.3 (0.1) 11.7 (0.1) 10.4 (0.1) 53.1 (0.1) 57.9 (0.2) 37.3 (0.2) 10.7 (0.1)
Centrum 44.4 (0.2) 15.6 (0.3) 22.1 (0.3) 24.8 (0.3) 62.5 (0.3) 95.8 (0.1) 39.7 (0.4) 11.1 (0.3)
PELMS 41.9 (0.5) 13.8 (0.3) 20.4 (0.3) 22.7 (0.3) 61.2 (0.2) 95.2 (0.3) 39.7 (0.3) 6.5 (0.3)

Multi-XScience Pegasus-X 23.7 (0.3) 3.6 (0.1) 13.4 (0.2) 10.4 (0.2) 55.1 (0.1) 81.9 (0.4) 30.0 (0.4) 3.2 (0.3)
Primera 28.7 (0.4) 4.4 (0.1) 15.1 (0.2) 12.4 (0.2) 55.5 (0.1) 87.7 (1.5) 31.8 (0.7) 1.2 (0.1)
QAmden 20.6 (0.2) 2.9 (0.1) 12.8 (0.1) 9.2 (0.1) 52.6 (0.1) 70.1 (0.2) 27.4 (0.3) 10.9 (0.2)
Centrum 29.1 (0.2) 4.6 (0.1) 15.2 (0.1) 12.7 (0.1) 55.2 (0.0) 91.0 (0.1) 31.3 (0.4) 7.4 (0.2)
PELMS 29.8 (0.2)^* 4.8 (0.1)^* 15.3 (0.1)^ 13.0 (0.1)^* 55.9 (0.1)^* 91.0 (0.2)^ 31.5 (0.4) 3.1 (0.3)

Amazon Pegasus-X 24.9 (0.3) 3.0 (0.1) 14.8 (0.2) 10.4 (0.2) 58.6 (0.1) 85.5 (0.2) 14.9 (0.1) 3.9 (0.1)
Primera 27.1 (0.3) 4.3 (0.1) 15.9 (0.1) 12.3 (0.1) 59.2 (0.2) 86.8 (0.7) 11.3 (0.8) 2.0 (0.2)
QAmden 21.7 (0.0) 2.8 (0.0) 14.0 (0.0) 9.5 (0.0) 56.0 (0.0) 75.3 (0.0) 12.0 (0.0) 8.6 (0.0)
Centrum 28.7 (0.1) 4.7 (0.1) 16.7 (0.1) 13.1 (0.1) 58.6 (0.1) 90.4 (0.1) 12.6 (0.1) 23.9 (0.9)
PELMS 32.0 (0.5)^* 6.9 (0.3)^* 19.5 (0.5)^* 16.2 (0.4)^* 63.3 (0.5)^* 91.2 (0.2)^* 13.8 (0.3) 28.8 (2.4)^*

Yelp Pegasus-X 21.1 (0.4) 3.2 (0.3) 13.0 (0.4) 9.6 (0.4) 58.3 (0.3) 82.0 (0.6) 13.9 (0.1) 5.6 (0.1)
Primera 26.7 (0.3) 4.7 (0.2) 16.2 (0.3) 12.7 (0.3) 60.3 (0.3) 87.7 (3.3) 13.5 (2.2) 1.6 (0.4)
QAmden 17.2 (0.0) 2.8 (0.0) 12.2 (0.0) 8.3 (0.0) 54.8 (0.1) 70.2 (0.0) 11.5 (0.0) 10.5 (0.0)
Centrum 26.7 (0.1) 5.1 (0.0) 16.4 (0.1) 13.1 (0.0) 58.5 (0.1) 89.3 (0.0) 9.7 (0.2) 39.4 (0.4)
PELMS 32.5 (0.5)^* 8.6 (0.4)^* 20.2 (0.5)^* 17.8 (0.5)^* 64.6 (0.5)^* 91.6 (0.2)^* 14.2 (0.4)^ 27.2 (5.2)

DUC2004 Pegasus-X 31.5 (0.5) 5.6 (0.4) 16.0 (0.3) 14.1 (0.5) 57.6 (0.3) 90.6 (0.5) 4.5 (0.1) 3.4 (0.2)
Primera 32.8 (0.1) 7.0 (0.1) 16.6 (0.1) 15.6 (0.1) 58.4 (0.0) 80.8 (0.4) 15.5 (0.5) 1.5 (0.2)
QAmden 21.9 (0.0) 3.2 (0.0) 13.3 (0.0) 9.8 (0.0) 54.5 (0.0) 69.2 (0.1) 11.8 (0.0) 5.8 (0.0)
Centrum 34.2 (0.0) 8.0 (0.0) 18.0 (0.0) 17.0 (0.0) 59.0 (0.0) 94.0 (0.0) 14.3 (0.3) 4.1 (0.1)
PELMS 34.7 (1.0)^ 7.3 (0.5) 17.1 (0.5) 16.3 (0.7) 59.5 (0.5)^* 93.5 (0.5) 15.6 (0.4)^ 6.5 (0.8)^*

MetaTomatoes Pegasus-X 29.4 (0.1) 4.2 (0.1) 13.4 (0.1) 11.9 (0.1) 54.2 (0.2) 92.5 (0.2) 5.0 (0.3) 12.5 (0.8)
Primera 30.5 (0.3) 4.9 (0.1) 14.0 (0.1) 12.8 (0.1) 55.1 (0.1) 83.6 (1.8) 5.9 (0.2) 5.6 (0.6)
QAmden 14.1 (0.1) 1.7 (0.0) 8.8 (0.1) 5.9 (0.1) 47.5 (0.1) 66.7 (0.0) 4.2 (0.1) 58.0 (0.2)
Centrum 32.5 (0.1) 5.6 (0.0) 14.9 (0.0) 13.9 (0.0) 55.0 (0.1) 93.3 (0.0) 4.8 (0.0) 26.0 (0.5)
PELMS 32.9 (0.1)^* 7.3 (0.1)^* 16.2 (0.1)^* 15.7 (0.1)^* 55.3 (0.2)^* 91.4 (0.1) 7.6 (0.1)^* 36.7 (1.6)

Table 12: 16-shot results with adapter (5%) training. In our experiments, we average over 5 runs, each with unique
random seeds. We report the mean and (std) values. Green and ˆ indicate PELMS outperforms all baselines.
Bold and * indicate improvement is statistically significant (one-tailed paired t-test with each baseline, p < 0.05).



Dataset Model R1 R2 RL RG BertS DiscoS MDSummaC N-gram Novelty
MultiNews Pegasus-X 42.0 (0.5) 14.1 (0.2) 20.8 (0.3) 23.1 (0.3) 62.8 (0.3) 93.5 (0.5) 23.2 (3.5) 26.5 (4.6)

Primera 45.0 (0.4) 15.9 (0.5) 22.3 (0.5) 25.2 (0.4) 63.7 (0.3) 96.0 (0.2) 33.2 (3.8) 17.0 (3.9)
QAmden 29.2 (1.0) 9.2 (0.4) 16.0 (0.4) 16.3 (0.5) 57.2 (0.4) 76.1 (1.4) 36.3 (0.4) 8.6 (0.2)
Centrum 44.4 (0.2) 15.5 (0.3) 22.1 (0.3) 24.8 (0.3) 62.6 (0.3) 96.0 (0.1) 40.6 (0.9) 9.4 (1.5)
PELMS 45.0 (0.2)^ 15.5 (0.1) 21.9 (0.1) 24.8 (0.1) 63.4 (0.3) 96.2 (0.2)^ 30.6 (1.7) 20.5 (1.9)

Multi-XScience Pegasus-X 27.9 (1.1) 4.6 (0.2) 15.4 (0.3) 12.6 (0.5) 56.0 (0.2) 86.1 (1.6) 11.9 (1.4) 41.4 (4.9)
Primera 29.8 (0.3) 4.9 (0.1) 15.8 (0.1) 13.2 (0.1) 56.1 (0.1) 90.3 (0.4) 20.7 (4.5) 26.6 (10.1)
QAmden 26.1 (1.0) 4.2 (0.3) 14.7 (0.3) 11.7 (0.5) 54.8 (0.3) 82.4 (2.2) 26.4 (0.7) 9.8 (0.9)
Centrum 29.3 (0.2) 4.7 (0.1) 15.4 (0.2) 12.8 (0.2) 55.5 (0.1) 91.0 (0.1) 31.7 (0.6) 5.9 (0.7)
PELMS 29.9 (0.7)^ 5.0 (0.2)^ 15.8 (0.2)^ 13.3 (0.3)^ 56.2 (0.1)^ 89.1 (1.1) 20.0 (2.2) 25.1 (5.3)

Amazon Pegasus-X 36.4 (1.5) 8.3 (1.1) 22.9 (1.2) 19.0 (1.4) 66.9 (0.6) 92.9 (0.2) 9.4 (1.1) 57.9 (3.5)
Primera 35.3 (0.8) 7.9 (0.5) 21.4 (0.7) 18.1 (0.6) 65.2 (0.8) 92.3 (0.4) 10.8 (1.7) 38.8 (8.8)
QAmden 32.9 (0.4) 7.4 (0.4) 21.4 (0.4) 17.3 (0.5) 63.3 (0.4) 90.4 (1.2) 11.7 (0.7) 21.4 (2.9)
Centrum 29.9 (0.9) 5.8 (0.4) 18.0 (0.4) 14.6 (0.5) 61.0 (0.6) 90.4 (0.4) 13.9 (0.8) 11.7 (1.7)
PELMS 36.8 (1.0)^ 9.2 (0.5)^ 23.4 (0.6)^ 19.9 (0.6)^ 67.1 (0.6)^ 92.2 (0.7) 11.4 (1.7) 43.5 (9.0)

Yelp Pegasus-X 35.4 (0.4) 8.6 (0.5) 22.4 (0.5) 19.0 (0.5) 66.9 (0.4) 92.3 (0.3) 11.5 (1.0) 54.8 (6.4)
Primera 35.1 (0.8) 8.7 (0.4) 22.1 (0.7) 18.9 (0.5) 66.6 (0.4) 91.9 (0.6) 12.4 (2.2) 42.4 (4.4)
QAmden 33.2 (0.8) 8.4 (0.3) 21.2 (0.7) 18.1 (0.5) 65.2 (0.7) 90.2 (0.5) 14.2 (0.3) 26.2 (4.5)
Centrum 30.5 (0.5) 6.7 (0.1) 18.0 (0.4) 15.5 (0.3) 61.9 (0.3) 91.2 (0.3) 14.4 (0.2) 15.1 (1.4)
PELMS 36.0 (0.6)^* 9.8 (0.7)^* 22.8 (0.7)^ 20.0 (0.8)^* 67.3 (0.6)^ 91.0 (1.2) 13.5 (2.4) 40.3 (7.5)

DUC2004 Pegasus-X 37.5 (0.9) 8.7 (0.5) 19.0 (0.6) 18.4 (0.6) 61.4 (0.6) 94.1 (1.3) 3.6 (0.7) 32.9 (4.7)
Primera 37.9 (0.3) 9.3 (0.3) 19.3 (0.3) 19.0 (0.3) 60.9 (0.5) 94.7 (0.1) 15.5 (1.6) 13.9 (7.1)
QAmden 34.1 (0.5) 7.6 (0.3) 18.0 (0.1) 16.7 (0.3) 58.6 (0.2) 84.0 (1.5) 13.5 (0.5) 5.9 (0.8)
Centrum 34.2 (0.5) 7.8 (0.2) 18.0 (0.2) 16.8 (0.2) 59.1 (0.3) 93.8 (0.4) 15.0 (0.4) 3.7 (0.5)
PELMS 37.7 (0.5) 9.3 (0.8)^ 19.3 (0.7)^ 18.9 (0.8) 61.4 (0.7)^ 93.3 (0.8) 14.6 (0.9) 21.1 (3.0)

MetaTomatoes Pegasus-X 33.5 (0.6) 7.3 (0.5) 16.1 (0.3) 15.8 (0.5) 59.0 (0.4) 93.2 (0.5) 1.7 (0.3) 63.1 (4.2)
Primera 31.6 (0.7) 6.4 (0.3) 15.2 (0.3) 14.5 (0.4) 58.6 (0.5) 92.5 (0.2) 4.4 (0.6) 47.0 (6.3)
QAmden 22.0 (1.0) 5.6 (0.3) 12.6 (0.4) 11.6 (0.5) 54.8 (0.2) 75.8 (1.5) 3.4 (0.1) 50.8 (1.8)
Centrum 32.5 (0.2) 5.9 (0.2) 15.0 (0.2) 14.2 (0.2) 55.6 (0.3) 93.6 (0.1) 4.2 (0.3) 27.3 (3.5)
PELMS 31.6 (0.8) 7.0 (0.3) 15.5 (0.3) 15.1 (0.2) 59.4 (0.3)^ 91.8 (1.0) 3.1 (0.3) 55.6 (3.0)

Table 13: 64-shot results with full-parameter training. In our experiments, we average over 5 runs, each with unique
random seeds. We report the mean and (std) values. Green and ˆ indicate PELMS outperforms all baselines.
Bold and * indicate improvement is statistically significant (one-tailed paired t-test with each baseline, p < 0.05).

Dataset Model R1 R2 RL RG BertS DiscoS MDSummaC N-gram Novelty
MultiNews Pegasus-X 26.2 (0.6) 7.6 (0.4) 14.1 (0.4) 14.1 (0.5) 57.1 (0.2) 73.1 (0.8) 39.1 (0.5) 2.6 (0.3)

Primera 42.2 (0.5) 13.8 (0.5) 20.6 (0.5) 22.9 (0.5) 61.8 (0.5) 94.8 (0.1) 43.9 (0.2) 2.2 (0.3)
QAmden 18.4 (0.2) 5.3 (0.1) 11.7 (0.1) 10.4 (0.1) 53.1 (0.1) 57.8 (0.1) 37.5 (0.2) 10.7 (0.2)
Centrum 44.4 (0.2) 15.6 (0.3) 22.1 (0.3) 24.8 (0.3) 62.5 (0.3) 95.9 (0.1) 39.8 (0.4) 10.8 (0.4)
PELMS 43.4 (0.5) 14.8 (0.4) 21.2 (0.5) 23.9 (0.5) 62.1 (0.5) 95.8 (0.1) 40.3 (0.6) 6.8 (0.3)

Multi-XScience Pegasus-X 24.5 (0.8) 3.8 (0.2) 13.8 (0.4) 10.9 (0.4) 55.2 (0.2) 82.6 (0.9) 29.5 (0.4) 3.4 (0.3)
Primera 28.9 (0.3) 4.4 (0.0) 15.1 (0.1) 12.5 (0.1) 55.6 (0.1) 89.0 (1.4) 32.3 (0.7) 1.0 (0.2)
QAmden 20.6 (0.2) 2.9 (0.1) 12.8 (0.1) 9.2 (0.1) 52.7 (0.1) 70.1 (0.1) 27.3 (0.3) 10.8 (0.1)
Centrum 29.1 (0.2) 4.6 (0.1) 15.2 (0.1) 12.7 (0.1) 55.3 (0.0) 91.0 (0.1) 31.3 (0.4) 7.4 (0.3)
PELMS 29.8 (0.2)^* 4.8 (0.1)^* 15.4 (0.1)^* 13.0 (0.1)^* 55.9 (0.1)^* 91.0 (0.3)^ 31.4 (0.4) 3.2 (0.3)

Amazon Pegasus-X 33.0 (1.0) 7.4 (0.5) 19.9 (0.8) 17.0 (0.8) 63.6 (1.0) 90.8 (0.4) 13.2 (0.8) 20.9 (3.5)
Primera 31.3 (0.4) 6.3 (0.5) 18.2 (0.5) 15.3 (0.6) 62.5 (0.5) 91.2 (0.2) 13.4 (0.4) 12.5 (2.0)
QAmden 21.8 (0.0) 2.8 (0.0) 14.0 (0.0) 9.5 (0.0) 56.0 (0.0) 75.3 (0.0) 12.0 (0.0) 8.6 (0.0)
Centrum 28.1 (0.4) 4.8 (0.1) 16.4 (0.1) 13.1 (0.2) 59.0 (0.1) 90.7 (0.1) 12.3 (0.2) 20.5 (1.1)
PELMS 34.9 (0.6)^* 8.8 (0.3)^* 22.4 (0.2)^* 19.0 (0.4)^* 65.9 (0.3)^* 91.2 (0.2)^ 14.7 (0.6)^* 36.7 (2.0)^*

Yelp Pegasus-X 31.3 (0.9) 7.3 (0.6) 19.8 (0.8) 16.5 (0.8) 63.7 (0.6) 89.3 (0.2) 14.1 (0.4) 24.3 (2.9)
Primera 29.8 (0.9) 6.2 (0.5) 18.0 (0.5) 14.9 (0.7) 62.4 (0.5) 91.0 (0.2) 14.9 (0.5) 10.5 (1.9)
QAmden 17.5 (0.4) 2.9 (0.1) 12.2 (0.3) 8.5 (0.2) 55.4 (0.3) 70.4 (0.2) 11.1 (0.5) 10.6 (0.2)
Centrum 28.1 (0.8) 5.6 (0.3) 16.8 (0.2) 13.8 (0.5) 59.5 (0.5) 90.2 (0.6) 11.6 (1.2) 33.6 (4.2)
PELMS 34.2 (0.3)^* 9.3 (0.2)^* 21.5 (0.5)^* 19.0 (0.3)^* 65.8 (0.3)^* 91.7 (0.3)^* 15.5 (0.6)^ 24.2 (1.7)

DUC2004 Pegasus-X 31.7 (0.1) 5.6 (0.1) 15.9 (0.0) 14.1 (0.1) 57.6 (0.1) 91.1 (0.5) 4.7 (0.1) 3.4 (0.1)
Primera 33.4 (1.1) 7.7 (0.6) 17.2 (0.8) 16.4 (0.9) 58.6 (0.4) 86.6 (5.8) 16.0 (1.1) 1.4 (0.8)
QAmden 22.5 (0.0) 3.5 (0.0) 13.6 (0.0) 10.3 (0.0) 54.5 (0.0) 68.9 (0.0) 11.9 (0.0) 5.9 (0.0)
Centrum 34.3 (0.1) 8.1 (0.1) 18.2 (0.1) 17.2 (0.1) 59.1 (0.1) 94.1 (0.0) 14.9 (0.1) 4.2 (0.2)
PELMS 34.8 (0.5)^* 7.7 (0.2) 17.6 (0.4) 16.8 (0.3) 60.0 (0.2)^* 93.8 (0.2) 15.8 (0.6) 4.5 (0.6)

MetaTomatoes Pegasus-X 29.1 (0.4) 4.2 (0.0) 13.3 (0.1) 11.8 (0.1) 54.0 (0.3) 92.1 (0.7) 4.8 (0.3) 13.8 (2.3)
Primera 30.6 (0.4) 5.7 (0.4) 14.5 (0.2) 13.6 (0.4) 56.1 (0.5) 88.7 (1.8) 5.8 (0.3) 18.2 (7.5)
QAmden 16.3 (0.2) 2.1 (0.1) 10.2 (0.2) 7.1 (0.1) 48.0 (0.1) 67.7 (0.2) 4.1 (0.1) 55.5 (0.4)
Centrum 32.4 (0.0) 5.6 (0.1) 14.9 (0.0) 13.9 (0.1) 55.1 (0.1) 93.5 (0.1) 4.7 (0.1) 23.5 (1.6)
PELMS 32.7 (0.2)^* 7.1 (0.1)^* 16.0 (0.1)^* 15.5 (0.1)^* 55.5 (0.1) 91.3 (0.1) 7.5 (0.1)^* 34.8 (0.3)

Table 14: 64-shot results with adapter (5%) training. In our experiments, we average over 5 runs, each with unique
random seeds. We report the mean and (std) values. Green and ˆ indicate PELMS outperforms all baselines.
Bold and * indicate improvement is statistically significant (one-tailed paired t-test with each baseline, p < 0.05).



Dataset Model R1 R2 RL RG BertS DiscoS MDSummaC N-gram Novelty
MultiNews Pegasus-X 47.4 (0.4) 18.8 (0.4) 24.3 (0.2) 27.9 (0.3) 65.4 (0.4) 95.9 (0.4) 26.8 (1.4) 18.4 (1.4)

Primera 47.6 (0.3) 18.4 (0.6) 24.2 (0.2) 27.7 (0.4) 65.2 (0.4) 96.5 (0.7) 34.6 (1.1) 16.6 (0.8)
QAmden 48.2 (0.1) 19.5 (0.2) 24.5 (0.0) 28.4 (0.2) 65.5 (0.2) 96.6 (0.0) 31.9 (1.4) 19.3 (1.7)
Centrum 46.5 (0.7) 18.0 (0.6) 23.8 (0.4) 27.1 (0.5) 64.5 (0.5) 96.4 (0.2) 35.0 (2.0) 14.6 (1.6)
PELMS 47.7 (0.3) 18.7 (0.3) 24.1 (0.4) 27.8 (0.3) 65.2 (0.2) 96.6 (0.4)^ 33.5 (0.8) 17.2 (1.2)

Multi-XScience Pegasus-X 32.5 (0.6) 7.1 (0.3) 18.0 (0.4) 16.1 (0.5) 57.9 (0.3) 89.2 (0.6) 19.5 (0.7) 30.2 (1.4)
Primera 32.5 (0.3) 6.8 (0.3) 17.6 (0.3) 15.7 (0.3) 57.6 (0.1) 90.6 (0.2) 21.4 (1.0) 26.8 (1.3)
QAmden 33.2 (0.4) 7.1 (0.2) 18.0 (0.1) 16.2 (0.1) 57.8 (0.2) 90.4 (0.3) 21.8 (0.7) 25.7 (0.9)
Centrum 32.4 (0.3) 6.6 (0.1) 17.4 (0.1) 15.5 (0.1) 57.3 (0.1) 90.7 (0.2) 23.1 (0.9) 22.3 (1.4)
PELMS 32.8 (0.2) 7.1 (0.3)^ 18.0 (0.4)^ 16.1 (0.3) 57.9 (0.3)^ 90.1 (0.4) 23.2 (0.8)^ 23.0 (1.2)

Amazon Pegasus-X 34.8 (0.5) 8.2 (0.4) 22.0 (0.2) 18.4 (0.4) 65.1 (0.6) 91.0 (0.4) 11.9 (0.8) 32.0 (2.0)
Primera 35.4 (0.8) 8.2 (0.4) 21.6 (0.6) 18.4 (0.6) 64.9 (0.6) 92.0 (0.4) 10.8 (1.1) 34.1 (7.3)
QAmden 34.1 (0.5) 7.7 (0.2) 21.3 (0.2) 17.8 (0.1) 64.0 (0.2) 91.8 (0.3) 12.2 (0.1) 24.4 (2.6)
Centrum 30.6 (0.6) 6.1 (0.3) 18.7 (0.3) 15.1 (0.4) 61.0 (0.3) 90.6 (0.3) 13.0 (0.8) 16.5 (4.0)
PELMS 36.9 (0.5)^* 9.2 (0.5)^* 23.8 (0.3)^* 20.1 (0.5)^* 67.4 (0.4)^* 92.5 (0.3)^* 13.6 (1.0)^ 38.6 (4.4)^

Yelp Pegasus-X 34.9 (0.4) 9.5 (0.2) 22.1 (0.3) 19.4 (0.3) 66.2 (0.3) 91.3 (0.3) 13.7 (0.3) 33.4 (1.5)
Primera 36.3 (0.6) 9.8 (0.5) 23.2 (0.7) 20.2 (0.7) 67.2 (0.4) 92.4 (0.2) 12.8 (0.5) 40.0 (2.8)
QAmden 34.7 (0.4) 9.5 (0.3) 22.8 (0.3) 19.6 (0.3) 66.3 (0.2) 91.2 (0.3) 15.1 (0.6) 30.0 (0.9)
Centrum 31.7 (0.6) 7.4 (0.3) 19.3 (0.4) 16.5 (0.4) 62.8 (0.4) 91.3 (0.1) 13.8 (0.3) 19.7 (1.2)
PELMS 36.3 (0.4)^ 10.3 (0.3)^* 23.0 (0.3) 20.5 (0.3)^ 67.2 (0.3)^ 91.3 (0.3) 14.4 (0.4) 28.5 (4.6)

DUC2004 Pegasus-X 33.2 (0.5) 6.6 (0.5) 16.8 (0.3) 15.4 (0.6) 58.4 (0.4) 91.2 (0.2) 4.7 (0.2) 6.4 (2.0)
Primera 36.0 (0.5) 8.1 (0.3) 18.7 (0.3) 17.6 (0.3) 60.1 (0.3) 94.3 (0.4) 17.5 (0.6) 3.1 (0.5)
QAmden 35.1 (1.2) 7.8 (0.3) 18.2 (0.2) 17.1 (0.4) 59.4 (0.5) 88.3 (2.0) 13.9 (0.8) 5.9 (0.5)
Centrum 34.5 (0.1) 7.8 (0.1) 18.2 (0.2) 17.0 (0.2) 59.4 (0.3) 93.8 (0.2) 14.3 (0.3) 3.6 (0.2)
PELMS 37.7 (1.0)^* 9.5 (0.5)^* 19.3 (0.5)^* 19.1 (0.6)^* 61.4 (0.5)^* 94.5 (0.6)^ 15.7 (0.6) 10.6 (1.2)^*

MetaTomatoes Pegasus-X 36.5 (0.3) 9.3 (0.1) 17.6 (0.1) 18.2 (0.1) 61.1 (0.3) 94.2 (0.1) 1.1 (0.1) 69.6 (0.9)
Primera 34.7 (0.4) 8.5 (0.4) 17.1 (0.2) 17.1 (0.3) 60.7 (0.2) 93.8 (0.4) 2.7 (0.8) 63.7 (2.9)
QAmden 34.1 (0.3) 7.8 (0.3) 16.5 (0.2) 16.3 (0.3) 60.0 (0.2) 93.2 (0.4) 1.6 (0.2) 65.1 (1.9)
Centrum 34.4 (0.3) 8.1 (0.3) 16.8 (0.2) 16.7 (0.3) 59.3 (0.2) 93.7 (0.4) 1.2 (0.1) 63.9 (0.8)
PELMS 34.1 (0.5) 8.1 (0.5) 16.7 (0.1) 16.7 (0.3) 60.6 (0.1) 92.9 (0.5) 1.7 (0.4) 68.4 (4.8)

Table 15: Full-shot results with full-parameter training. In our experiments, we average over 5 runs, each with
unique random seeds. We report the mean and (std) values. Green and ˆ indicate PELMS outperforms all baselines.
Bold and * indicate improvement is statistically significant (one-tailed paired t-test with each baseline, p < 0.05).

Dataset Model R1 R2 RL RG BertS DiscoS MDSummaC N-gram Novelty
MultiNews Pegasus-X 44.6 (0.4) 16.3 (0.4) 22.6 (0.3) 25.4 (0.3) 63.8 (0.5) 95.8 (0.3) 35.6 (0.4) 10.4 (2.1)

Primera 44.4 (0.4) 15.4 (0.3) 22.0 (0.5) 24.7 (0.4) 63.1 (0.3) 96.1 (0.2) 42.2 (0.6) 6.0 (0.9)
QAmden 44.1 (0.2) 15.7 (0.1) 22.1 (0.3) 24.9 (0.2) 63.3 (0.2) 95.6 (0.1) 38.8 (0.1) 9.4 (0.0)
Centrum 44.2 (0.5) 15.7 (0.8) 22.2 (0.7) 24.9 (0.8) 62.9 (0.6) 95.9 (0.0) 41.0 (0.3) 7.9 (0.3)
PELMS 44.6 (0.2)^ 15.4 (0.5) 21.9 (0.3) 24.7 (0.2) 63.1 (0.2) 96.2 (0.4)^ 41.4 (0.6) 8.5 (0.6)

Multi-XScience Pegasus-X 30.4 (0.2) 6.1 (0.3) 16.8 (0.3) 14.6 (0.3) 57.1 (0.2) 87.6 (0.3) 21.9 (0.3) 20.8 (0.8)
Primera 30.9 (0.1) 5.8 (0.1) 16.4 (0.3) 14.3 (0.2) 56.5 (0.4) 90.8 (0.4) 28.2 (0.1) 11.0 (0.4)
QAmden 29.4 (0.4) 5.2 (0.1) 16.1 (0.1) 13.5 (0.2) 56.2 (0.2) 88.3 (0.1) 26.2 (0.1) 12.2 (0.3)
Centrum 30.6 (0.2) 5.3 (0.2) 16.2 (0.1) 13.8 (0.2) 56.0 (0.1) 90.7 (0.3) 27.6 (0.3) 12.6 (0.3)
PELMS 30.7 (0.2) 5.7 (0.4) 16.4 (0.4) 14.2 (0.2) 56.5 (0.4) 89.0 (0.2) 27.2 (0.2) 11.0 (0.9)

Amazon Pegasus-X 25.4 (0.1) 3.3 (0.0) 14.9 (0.0) 10.8 (0.0) 58.6 (0.0) 85.5 (0.0) 14.8 (0.1) 3.9 (0.1)
Primera 26.8 (0.7) 4.2 (0.0) 15.6 (0.5) 12.1 (0.2) 59.2 (0.2) 86.9 (0.1) 12.5 (0.1) 2.5 (1.7)
QAmden 21.7 (0.0) 2.7 (0.1) 13.9 (0.1) 9.4 (0.2) 56.0 (0.2) 75.3 (0.1) 12.0 (0.0) 8.7 (0.1)
Centrum 27.9 (0.1) 4.8 (0.0) 16.3 (0.1) 13.0 (0.0) 58.9 (0.0) 90.5 (0.1) 12.5 (0.4) 20.5 (1.0)
PELMS 32.0 (0.2)^* 7.0 (0.3)^* 19.4 (0.1)^* 16.3 (0.2)^* 63.1 (0.2)^* 91.2 (0.1)^* 13.3 (0.5) 27.6 (0.7)^*

Yelp Pegasus-X 21.0 (0.2) 3.1 (0.1) 12.8 (0.2) 9.5 (0.2) 58.2 (0.1) 81.4 (0.3) 13.9 (0.1) 5.5 (0.3)
Primera 27.1 (0.0) 4.9 (0.0) 16.6 (0.1) 13.0 (0.0) 60.5 (0.0) 84.3 (0.1) 11.3 (0.1) 2.0 (0.0)
QAmden 17.4 (0.2) 2.5 (0.1) 12.0 (0.1) 8.1 (0.2) 55.2 (0.1) 70.5 (0.1) 11.2 (0.1) 10.4 (0.1)
Centrum 28.5 (0.2) 5.6 (0.2) 16.9 (0.2) 13.9 (0.2) 59.9 (0.3) 90.8 (0.2) 12.9 (0.3) 24.6 (3.0)
PELMS 32.5 (0.2)^* 8.4 (0.1)^* 20.1 (0.1)^* 17.7 (0.1)^* 64.3 (0.1)^* 91.6 (0.2)^* 14.4 (0.2)^* 27.9 (0.5)^*

DUC2004 Pegasus-X 31.7 (0.1) 5.8 (0.1) 15.9 (0.1) 14.3 (0.2) 57.7 (0.0) 91.1 (0.3) 4.6 (0.2) 3.3 (0.1)
Primera 32.1 (0.3) 6.8 (0.2) 16.3 (0.4) 15.2 (0.3) 58.1 (0.2) 79.7 (0.2) 14.6 (1.5) 2.9 (2.6)
QAmden 22.9 (0.0) 3.5 (0.0) 13.5 (0.0) 10.3 (0.0) 54.7 (0.0) 68.2 (0.0) 11.6 (0.0) 5.8 (0.0)
Centrum 34.3 (0.3) 8.1 (0.2) 18.1 (0.2) 17.1 (0.2) 59.1 (0.2) 94.1 (0.0) 14.6 (0.3) 4.2 (0.1)
PELMS 34.1 (0.1) 6.9 (0.1) 16.7 (0.1) 15.8 (0.1) 59.3 (0.1)^* 93.1 (0.1) 15.1 (0.2)^ 7.3 (0.3)^*

MetaTomatoes Pegasus-X 35.3 (0.2) 9.0 (0.2) 17.3 (0.2) 17.6 (0.2) 60.0 (0.2) 92.6 (0.2) 1.3 (0.1) 65.4 (0.6)
Primera 32.0 (0.1) 7.9 (0.2) 16.2 (0.1) 16.0 (0.2) 59.7 (0.3) 91.4 (0.3) 4.4 (0.2) 50.8 (2.5)
QAmden 30.0 (0.5) 7.8 (0.1) 15.7 (0.3) 15.4 (0.2) 58.7 (0.1) 87.0 (0.7) 1.8 (0.2) 57.6 (0.4)
Centrum 32.4 (0.1) 7.5 (0.1) 16.2 (0.1) 15.8 (0.1) 57.1 (0.1) 90.1 (0.5) 1.6 (0.1) 59.4 (0.8)
PELMS 32.9 (0.2) 7.0 (0.1) 16.0 (0.2) 15.5 (0.2) 55.5 (0.1) 91.6 (0.1) 7.5 (0.1)^* 34.3 (2.2)

Table 16: Full-shot results with adapter (5%) training. In our experiments, we average over 5 runs, each with unique
random seeds. We report the mean and (std) values. Green and ˆ indicate PELMS outperforms all baselines.
Bold and * indicate improvement is statistically significant (one-tailed paired t-test with each baseline, p < 0.05).


